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An approximate linear theory of thin viscoplastic shells 

T. WIERZBICKI (WARSZAWA) 

AN APPROXIMATE technique is presented which may be used to estimate the dynamic viscoplastic 
deflections of arbitrarily shaped shells. Emphasis is laid on the proper formulation of the con
stitutive equations. Explicite formulas are obtained relating the middle surface strain rate tensor 
and the tensor of rate of change of curvature respectively with stress resultants and stress.couples. 
Unloading criteria are discussed in details and illustrated by way of the example of impulsively 
loaded cylindrical shell. 

Przedstawiona zostala przyblli:ona metoda wyznaczania ugi~ dynamicznie obci~onych powlok 
lepkoplastycznych o dowolnym ksztalcie. PoloZ<>no nacisk na wla.Sciwe sformulowanie r6wnan 
konstytutywnych. Otrzymano jawne zwi~ ~~~ce skladowe uog61nionych tensor6w p~dkoSci 
odksztalcen i nap~zen. Przedyskutowano dokladnie warunki odci~a, kt6re zilustrowano 
na przykladzie cylindrycznej powloki obci~zonej impulsem cisnienia. 

,UaH npn6JUOKeHHhm MeTo,n; onpe,n;eJieHHH nporn6oB .n;HHaMWiecJ<H HarpymeHHhiX JUI3KoiiJiac
~ecKHX o60JIO~eK np0lt3BOJILHOH <PopMbl. 0CHOBHOH ynop fiOJIO»<eH Ha npaBHJILHYIO <i>op
MymtpOBKY onpe,n;eJU11011UIX ypaBHemtif. Bbme,n;eHbi HBHbie 3aBilCHMOCTH Me)f()zy COCT&BJUI
IOIIUlMH o6o6IQeHHbiX TeH30pOB CKOpOCTeH ,n;e<PopM~ H HanpH»<eHHH. 06cy)f(,ll;eHbi YCJIO
Bil.H pa3pry3KH, KOTOpbie HJIJIIOCTp}lpyroTCH Ha npJtMepe qHJillH,ll;pHtlecKOH o60JIO~H, Harpy
»<eHHOH HMfiYJILCOM ,ll;aBJieHHH. 

1. Introduction 

A CENTRAL point in the derivation of basic relationship of the theory of thin viscoplastic 
shells is a transformation of constitutive equations of the material to the space of geQer
alized strain rates and stress resultants and stress couples. In the theory of perfectly plastic 
bodies the constraint imposed on the stress state in the form of the yield condition renders 
this transformation difficult. General results are of rather formal character [1, 2] and the 
existing explicite formulas are restricted to axi-syi)1Illetric problems [3]. 

In the theory of rigid-viscoplastic bodies the constraint on the stress state is relaxed 
and any stress in excess of the static yield surface is admissible [11]. Taking advantage of 
this fact, an approximation procedure was suggested in [13] to solve analytically the problem 
of impulsively loaded circular plate. This method.bflinearization was subsequently gener
alized to arbitrary plates [17] and rotationally symmetric shells [15]. 

It appears that no essential difficulties are encountered in extending further the same 
method to arbitrarily shaped thin shell~. The purpose of the present paper is to outline tJ:le 
approximate theory valid for general thin viscoplastic shells, to show its applications to 
dynamic problem and to discuss the validity of certain simplifying assumptions. The 
paper does not make any systematic study of two-dimensional field equations. The 
foundations of the theory of thin elastic and rigid plastic shells can be found respectively 
in [6, 7 and 8]. Here, attention is primarily focused on the proper linearization of two 
sets of equations whlch involve non-linear terms:· the constitutive equations and the 
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942 T. WmRZBICKI 

unloading condition. The discussion of the unloading criteria not only leads to interesting 
consequences in the analysis of transient response of shells but may also be of some value 
to any dissipative media described by a linear flow rule. Starting from the assumption 
of an approximately plane state of stress parallel to the shell middle surface, the constitu
tive equations for a rate sensitive plastic material are expressed in Sec. 2 in terms of the 
generalized stress and strain rates. In the following Section a suitable hypothesis is intro
duced in order to linearize the problem. An analogy with the appropriate shell equations 
for an elastic incompressible material is indicated. In Sec. 4, three alternative forms of 
unloading criteria are formulated and applications of these criteria to the determination 
of permanent deflections of impulsively loaded cylindrical shell is present in Sec. 5. In the 
closing Section possible generalization of the present method to the geometrically non
linear theory of shells is indicated. 

2. Constitutive equations 

In the derivation of the constitutive equations for rigid-viscoplastic shells we shall 
foHow closely the method developed for rigid-plastic incompressible material [2]. A tensor 
notation will be used in this Section. 

Let x« (ex = l , 2) denote a system of curvilinear coordinates on the middle surface 
of the shell and x 3 a coordinate normal to that surface. The metric tensor is denoted by 
g~~,11 the first and second fundamental forms of the surface being respectively a~~,p and hrzp. 

The common assumption of the thin shell theory the neglect of the normal stresses a 33 = 0 
and shear deformations Erz3 = 0. As regards the constitutive equations, the stress state 
in each layer of the shell is described by the tensor cfXP. In curvilinear coordinate system x«, 
the second invariant of the stress deviation J2 is 

(2.1) 
1 

J2 = 6 [3ff'/Jaydg!Zdgy/J- (ff1Pgrzp)2]. 

Consider a special case of constitutive equations for rate sensitive plastic material [11] 

. aF 
E«fJ = 'Y (F) (Jff'/J ' (F)={: 

where the potential function is defined by 

(2.3) F= v:2 -1. 

The incompressibility condition requires that 

(2.4) eyy+e33 = o. 

if F> 0, 

if F~ 0, 

In Eqs. (2.2), the elastic properties and strain-hardening of the materials have been 
disregarded. Substituting (2.3) and (2.1) into (2.2), the constitutive equation in the loading 
region can be written as 

(2.5) •• , = ;k [(3a.,-a~g.,)- v~. (3<1.,-d~g.,)J. 
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By means of the incompressibility condition (2.4), Eq. (2.5) can be inverted to give 

(2.6) cl'~- ~ cfZP = ~ [eQ)Ige!«gyfl + e;ttPJ. 
yJ2 y 

The stress resultants N«~ and stress couples M«P are defined as 

(2.7) 
h 

M«~ = J fi'Px3dx3, 
-h 

943 

while the components of the strain rate tensor iap are related to the curvature rates ieap and 
extension rates j«P by 

(2.8) . i 3. 
cap= "«P+x X«fl· 

It is possible to express J2 entirely in terms of the components of the strain rate tensor, 
compute then from (2.6) cl'~ and substitute it into (2.7). However the resulting integrals 
cannot be evaluated by means of elementary functions and in general resulting theory 
becomes mathematically intractable [9]. It is advantageous to leave (2.6) as it is and 
integrate it over the shell section, according to (2.7). Using (2.8), we obtain: 

h 

M«P_kf cf'/1 3d 3 = ~ 4h3 ["«P "Yif-P] 
-.;--X X 3 X + Xy , 

-h Jl J2 y (2.9) 
h 

Na.fl_k J uzP dx3 = ~h[ia.P+i;if-11]. 
-h y'J2 y 

In the loading process, the stress fi'P follows at a given point (~, x3) a certain trajectory 
which lies entirely outside the static yield surface. At the same time, the point represented 
by c/'11 !'V J 2 remains always on the static yield surface. The components c/'11 IV J 2 , integrated 
over the thickness of the shell, are denoted by 

(2.10) 

The generalized stresses *Na.fl and * Ma.fl are uniquely related to either (Ma.~, Na./1) or 
(;ea.P, ~«11). We shall not derive the corresponding relationship since this would be equivalent 
to the complicated procedure already discussed. Instead, we note that * Na.fl and * Ma.fl 
defined by (2.10) satisfy the static yield condition 

(2.11) 

Substituting (2.1 0), the constitutive equations (2.9) can be written as 

(2.12) 
Ma.fl- * Mltfl = ~ 4h3 [iea.fl + ieY tf'll] 

y 3 )I ' 

Nafl_*Na.fl = ~h[ia.P+i~tf'P]. 
y 

The above equations are not directly usable because they involve yet unknown functions 
*Ma.fl and *Na.fl. 
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3. Approximation 

In a given dynamic boundary value problem, both (Ma.P, Na.fl) and (* Ma.p, * Na.fl) are 
variable quantities and are related to each other. However, the variation of (* Ma.fl, * Na.fl) 
is limited because of the restriction imposed by the yield condition (2.11) and stress bound
ary conditions. It is therefore reasonable to assume that (* Ma.P, * Na.fl) are fixed in a given 
boundary value problem. In order to determine the distribution of * Ma.P and * Na.fl in 
function of xfl a hypothesis is introduced as to these unknown quantities being the solution 
of a static problem for a perfectly plastic shell under the same boundary conditions. This 
hypothesis applied to circular plates [13] and rotationally symmetric shells [16] was shown 
to yield good results as compared with the exact solution and experimental data. It should 
be noted that the Eqs. (2.12), with terms *Ma.fl(x!'"), and *Na.fl(xa.) depending on the shell 
coordinates xfl, were interpreted in [15] as non-associated flow rule. While such a point 
of view was helpful in discussing the accuracy of the hypothesis introduced, in fact the 
approximation refers to the whole boundary value problem rather than to the constitutive 
equations alone. 

It will be shown now that instead of the tensor quantities * Ma.P, * Na.P, appearing 
in (2.12), it suffices to know a vector quantity (*p, *pa.) denoting the components of the 
static pressure acting on the shell. According to the hypothesis, the generalized stresses 
(* Ma.p, *Na.fl) are in static equilibrium(!) with *p, *pa., 

(3.1) [*nfla. + !ba.*mPY _! bhmPY] I + ba.*mPYI + *pa. = 0 
2 1 2 1 fJ y fJ ' 

*ma.Pia.11 -ba./J*na.11 -*p = 0. 

Subtracting (3.1) from the actual equations of motion involving inertia terms, we 
arrive at: 

(3.2) 

[ (n'"- *n"') + ~ b;(m''-*m'') - ~ 11, (m''- *m'')] I,+ b;(m''- •m~ 1, + (p"- *p") = I'll', 

(m1111 -*m«ll)l1111 -b,/l(n111l-*n1111)- (p-*p) = 0. 

Combining (3.2) with (2.12), the generalized stresses can be eliminated from (3.2) and 
Eqs. (3.2) can be expressed directly in terms of (~~~~~, i«ll) or appropriate gradients of the 
velocities (ull, u). There is still a certain degree of non-uniqueness in the determination 
of (*p, *p"), since the structure can reach the limit state under various distribution of 
external loads and combination of components p and p11• However, this freedom in choice 
of the static collapse load turns out to be essential in the formulation of the unloading criteria. 

The fact that in the present method of linearization the generalized stresses have been 
eliminated is of great practical significance. In many particular boundary value problems 
it is not possible to find the exact solution using the Huber-Mises yields condition. It is, 

(1) In the equations of equilibrium dimensionless stress resultants rf%/1 = Na./1 [2a0 h and stress couples 
ma.fJ = Ma.Pfaoh2 are used. 
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however, relatively easy to compute an approximate limit load based on Tresca or some 
other idealized yield condition. 

By letting the yield stress tend to zero, k --+ 0, the static yield surface shrinks and 
consequently * M«P--+ 0, *N«P --+ 0, *p = *p"--+ 0. At that instant the constitutive equa
tions (2.12) reduce to the flow rule for a viscous Newtonian fluid. These equations are 
formally analogous to the corresponding relations for a shell with an elastic incompressible 
material: 

M ap = 4Eh3 [ «/1 y ,.a.fl] 
3(1-v2) " +uyu ' 

(3.3) 

N"P = Ehz [,l«fl+l~tfZP], 
1-v 

where strain rates are replaced by strains. The elastic analogy indicated above often proves 
useful in the solutions of particular boundary value problems. A detailed discussion 
of this problem in' the context of the bending theory of thin plates was given in [17]. We 
shall return to the elastic-viscoplastic analogy in Sec. 5. 

4. Unloading criteria 

The constitutive equations for the rate sensitive plastic material (2.2) admit the occurrence 
of rigid regions where Eap = 0. Such regions can appear at certain stages of the motion 
of a dynamically loaded shell and the boundary between rigid and viscoplastic behaviour 
~(X', t) = 0 is in general time variable and should be sought as a part of the solution. 
This boundary is uniquely determined by a single scalar equation F = 0. In the case of the 
original, nonlinear constitutive equations (2.2), the condition F = 0 implies £,11 = 0 and 
vice versa. Difficulties arise however in formulating an adequate unloading criterion for 
shells described by the linearized constitutive equations (2.12). As already pointed out, 
these equations are characteristic of the given boundary value problem rather than to the 
material itself. It is therefore reasonable to develop, parallel to the classical approach, 
some new unloading criteria. Assume first that the static yield surface for a shell section 
is given explicitly by the equation 

(4.1) F(M«Il, N«fl) = 0 

and the generalized stresses * Mafl(.XZ), *N«fl(X') are known and fixed at each point of the 
shell. Using the constitutive equations (2.12) the unloading condition (4.1)~ can be expressed 
entirely in terms of H,«fJ and i«P but now F = 0 is no longer equivalent to H,«/1 = ~«P = 0. 
This situation is explained on a simple two-dimensional example, Fig. 1. The full line 
represents the stress trajectory at the prescribed point X'" of the cylindrical shell. At 
the intersection point with the static yield surface F = 0, the strain rate vector (x, i) is finite. 
Thus, the classical unloading condition applied to the linearized flow rule (2.12) does 
not lead to continuity of the strain rate vector between loading and unloading regions. 
The original Eqs. (22) do possess this property. 

The continuity can, however, be improved by considering the quantities * M«P and 
* N«P to be variable in the course of the loading process. If the variation of the external 
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loadings *p(x«, t), *pfl(x«, t) is such that the resulting vectors (* Mrt.fl, *N"'fl) approach 
the terminal point of the actual stress trajectory, then the absolute value of the vectors 
(~«/1, i«P) would diminish. This situation would correspond to the rotation of the vector 
(M, N) in Fig. 1 anti-clock-wise. Of course, the increased accuracy of the unloading 
criterion is achieved at the expense of more complex constitutive equations. Since the 

Mx,Kx 

0 

FIG. 1. Illustration of the transition from viscoplastic 
to rigid behaviour in the case of the linearized constitu

tive equations. 

intersection point of the stress trajectory with the static yield surface is not known a priori, 
it is not possible, without some additional assumption, that the linearized flow rule (2.12) 
satisfy strictly the unloading condition (4.1). Such assumptions will be discussed later 
in this Section. 

It should be borne in mind that the explicite forms of the Huber-Mises yield condition 
are available for very specialized structures and only a few analytic expresions exist for 
a stress distribution in a statically loaded shells. Thus, the approach discussed above is 
of a limited applicability and has never been used for the determination of permanent 
deflections of shells. 

The second possibility in the formulation of the unloading condition seems to be more 
natural for problems solved entirely in velocities. It can be assumed that the unloading 
takes place if the natural norm of the velocity vector with components (u, u~') vanishes: 

(4.2) llilll = yu2 +u12 +u2~ = 0. 

Again, discontinuities in the generalized strain rates may occur since the equality ( 4.2) 
is not equivalent to u = il = 0, and hence some components of ;tzfl, ~«11 may be different 
from zero when the shell section becomes rigid. The advantage of the unloading criterion 
(4.2) is that in problems with one non-zero component of the velocity vector, Eq. (4.2) 
does imply that ir_«/1 = ~rzfl = 0. The converse is not true, since curvature and extension 
rates are expressed in terms of velocity gradients and hence the condition if.«P = J.Prz = 0 
admits in general rigid body motion of some parts of the shell. The condition (4.2) was 
taken as a basic unloading criterion in all existing applications of the linearized flow rule 
for viscoplastic shells (cf. for example [5, 13, 14]). 

The above discussion refers to the unloading criteria at a prescribed point xa. of the 
shell. In considering dynamic problems, an important question arises as to whether or 
not all points of the shell stop simultaneously. Such a possibility cannot be eliminated 
a priori from the analysis of the field equations alone. While in the theory of perfectly 
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plastic shells this problem has never been studied from the general point of view, all exper
imental results and example solutions for structures deforming in the biaxial state of 
stress indicate that indeed all points are brought to rest at the some time - called "time 
to rest" t1 . The propagation of rigid zones are characteristic only for structures which 
are deformed in the uni-axial state of stress- for example, beams and rods [12], but 
these are excluded from the present considerations. 

Introducing an additional assumption that no rigid zones are formed in the course 
of the deformation process, great simplifications are obtained because the problem is re
duced to the solution of a system of linear partial differential equations in regions with fixed 
boundaries. One can then take full advantage of the elastic analogy and apply the method 
of eigenvalue expansion. Having found the solution, it is possible to verify a posteriori the 
behaviour of the boundary ~ (x«, t) between rigid and viscoplastic region. Such a simplistic 
point of view was taken in all existing applications of the present theory to the dynamics 
of plates and rotationally symmetric shells, [14, 16]. 

Before showing by an example certain interesting features of the behaviour of visco
plastic shells in the terminal phase of motion, some general properties of the linear field 
equation describing the motion of a dissipative medium will be discussed. It is known 
that in linear elastic systems, the principle of superposition holds, while for structures 
described by the nonlinear constitutive equation (2.2) this principle is no longer valid. 
It is thus not quite clear whether or not the solution based on the linearized flow rule should 
satisfy the principle of superposition. The latter principle as applied to dynamics of elastic 
shells is equivalent to the statement that there is no transmission of energies between subse
quent modes of vibrations. As was shown in [17], the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues in the 
solution of viscoplastic structures are identical with those in elastic problems. The differ
ence is that the time variation of the amplitudes of subsequent modesAn(t) is of an aperiodic 
character. Since each amplitude decays at a different rate and reaches zero at various 
times, the application of the unloading criteria ( 4.2) implies that the energy is transmitted 
from lower to higher modes. For example, the velocity may be zero with the amplitude 
of the first mode positive, and negative amplitude of the remaining modes. There would 
be no flow of energy frome one mode to the other if negative values of subsequent ampli
tudes were considered as inadmissible. 

Thus, the requirement that no energy is transmitted between modes can be taken as 
an alternative definition of the unloading in the given boundary value problem. According 
to this definition, the amplitudes of subsequent modes An(t) are held at zero for t > t" 
where t 1 is given by 

(4.3) An(tj) = 0. 

Since higher modes vanish at early stages of the motion, in the later stage only the first 
mode persists. The structure is moving then as a one-degree-of-freedom system and at 
time t 1 all points of the shell stop simultaneously. It should be stressed that the latter prop
erty is no longer an additional assumption but is a direct consequence of the assumed 
unloading criterion. On the other hand, the energy criterion imposes certain restrictions 
on the choice of the static collapse pressure *p, *pfl, a problem which will be discussed in 
the following Section. 

19 Arch . Mech. Stos. nr 5-6/72 
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5. Application 

It is of interest to investigate to what extent the specific choice of the unloading 
criterion iBfluences the deflections of a dynamically loaded shell. The comparison will be 
performed on the example of a simply supported cylindrical shell loaded by an impulse 
of internal pressure. The distribution of internal forces in the associated static problem 
is not available, hence the condition ( 4.1) must be excluded from the present analysis. 

In the cylindrical coordinate system (x, r, l/J) the non-vanishing components of the 
first and second fundamental forms are: 

(5.1) 

Since in this case the Christoffel symbols vanish, the covariant differentiation is indistin
guishable from the partial differentiation -for example: 

(5.2) 

The flow rule (2.12) reduces now to: 

(5.3) 

* - k 4h [2" . ] Mxx- Mxx- yJ ":u+"H' 

M *M k 4h
3 ["'~-"· • ] 

•• - •• = Y 3 &X••+"xx' 
k • • 

Nxx-*N;x;x = -h[2A:u+A#], 
i' 
k . . 

N·~-*N•• = -h[2A.H+Axx1· 
i' 

The above particular form of constitutive equations, valid for rotationally symmetric 
shells, was first derived in [15]. 

The physical components of the strain rate tensor are 

(5.4) 
xxx= -w,xx, ~ •• = 0, ;e•x = "•"' = 0. 

If the loading is axisymmetric and the shell can freely slide on the supports in the axial 
direction, M•• = 0, Nxx = 0 and the only meaningful equation of motion is 

( 5) iJ2Mxx N•• ( ) .. O 5. ~+R-px,t +pw= , 

where w denotes radial displacement of the shell middle-surface. The corresponding 
equations of static equilibrium reads 

(5.6) 
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Equations (5.3)-(5.6) furnish a complete set of relations describing the axi-symmetric 
dynamic deformation of cylindrical shells. In the case of a shell simply supported at both 
ends (0, 2L) the boundary conditions are 

Mxx(O, t) = w(O, t) = 0, 
(5.7) 

Q (L ) _ aw(x, t) I _ 0 XX 'f - ~ - • 
uX x=L 

For a uniformly distributed impulse I, the initial conditions are 

(5.8) w(x, 0) = !_; w(x, 0) = 0, p(x, t) = 0. 
ft 

It is convenient to introduce the following dimensionless quantities 

. w X ' *pR p,R2 

(5.9) w = R' x = L' p = No , No = 2(]0 h, a = No . 

Now, eliminating all unknowns between Eqs. (5.3)-(5.6) except velocity, the equation 
for w becomes [10] 

(5.10) 
16 a4 w . _ ( ) _ .. 

0 9c4 ax4 + w+yp X, t -yaw = ' 

where c2 = 2L2 /Rh (2L -length, R- radius of the shell) and y = 
2
_ y. 

y'3 
First approach. It is assumed that rigid zones are not propagating and thus the solution 

is sought in the region with a fixed boundary. (4.2) is taken as the unloading criterion 
formula. Finally, it is assumed that the static distribution of moments * Mxx and axial 
forces N:x is equilibrated by the uniformly distributed pressure *p(x). The approximate 
formula for the collapse pressure, determined by Hodge [4], is 

(5.11) 
2 

*p=1+2· c 
The solution to the initial-boundary value problem (5.7)-(5.10), obtained in [10]. 

can be put in the simple form 

(5.12) 

where 

00 

. 21' ll 2 . nn w(x, r) = - . -{(1 +,B,)e-T/Pn-,B,]sm-
2 

x, 
nap n 

11=1,3 

P. = "f! (m•)~ 
T +a 

9c4 

a=K, 
ti 

T=-. 
p 

The rate of convergence of the above series depends significantly on the parameter 
a and hence c2

• For small c (short shells), the series (5.12) is rapidly convergent while 
for large c (long shells), the convergence is much slower. The unloading condition (4.2) 
reduces now to : 

(5.13) 

Equations (5.12), (5.13) have been solved numerically for various values of the para
metre c and ,8. The solution represents on the plane (x, r 1) a certain curve which is a boundary 

19* 
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between zones of positive and negative velocities, Fig. 2. Thus, the assumption that bound
aries of the deformation process are fixed leads to the occurrence of negative velocities 

T=t/tr 
10.----------,----------. 

0.6 

.04 

,0.2 

FIG. 2. Propagation of a boundary between regions of 

0 1.0 , positive and negative velocities in the shell. 

in the terminal phase of the shell motion. While such regions are not physically admissible, 
if was found that within a few percent all shell points do stop simultaneously so that the 
violation of the obvious physical fact is not great. A simple one-dimensional explanation 
of the unloading criterion considered, as applied to the linearized constitutive equation, 
is shown in Fig. 3. 

6 

0 

Approximate 
unloading criterion 

Unloading according to the 
exact consTitutive equations 

FIG. 3. Exact and approximate paths for rigid-viscoplastic material. 

Integrating (5.12) in time, and using the second initial condition (5.8), an expression 
for the deflection w(x, r) is obtained: 

n 

(5.14) 21'
2
22 .mr: w(x, r) =- -fJn[(l +fJn)e-7://Jn.:... r}sm-

2 
x. 

nprx n 
n=1,3 

The permanent deflection wl(x) = w(x, r1) is computed from (5.2) after substituting 
t = T (x), according to (5.13). The resulting curves of normalized deflection shapes 
wl(x)fw (0) are plotted in Fig. 4 (full line) for the following values of the shell geometry: 
c = 1.5; 9; 250; 3000 and the fixed parameter fJ = 0.2. 
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Second approach. The assumption that no energy is transmitted between subsequent 
modes automatically implies that all points of the shell are simultaneusly brought to rest. 

·.o 

as 

0 

:-..:-.. 
~~ ~ 

experimental points:-~ 
right halF oF The ~~ 
deFlection proFile ~~ 

~:> experimental points. ~ 
lert halF oF the 
deflection profile 

= theoretical solutions 

FIG. 4. Comparison of final deflection profiles in a cylindrical shell for two alternative fonns of the unloading 
criteria. 

A fixed boundary problem is again formulated for the Eq. (5.10) with the unloading cri
terion (4.3). The solution for velocities (5.12) still applies, with the exception that the 

n-the amplitude A,(t) = 3_ [(1 + {J,)e-tlfln- {J,] should be equated to zero for t > t!, 
n 

where according to (4.3) the time tj is 

(5.15) tf = /l.ln(l+ ~). 
Substituting (5.15) back into (5.14) a simple formula is obtained for the permanent 

deflection: 

wl(x) = ~: i; ; [P.-p: In (I+ ;.) ] sin~ x. 
n+1,3 

(5.16) 

The above solution is valid if the static pressure distribution is considered as time variable. 
More specifically, in order to satisfy the equation of motion the pressure term should take 
the form: 

00 

(5.17) p(x, ·t) = p* 2 ~ [H(r-rj)-H(rj)]sinn;x. 
n=1,3 

where H( r) denotes the Heaviside function. 
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The above expression implies time discontinuous change in the inhomogeneou; term 
entering Eq. (5.10). Consequently the acceleration field is discontinuous but with the mload
ing criterion ( 4.3) the resulting velocity field is continuous. 

The series (5.16) has been summed up numerically for the same values of paraneters 
c and {J. Corresponding normalized deflection profiles are plotted in Fig. 4 as dashetlines. 
It is seen that both unloading criteria lead virtually to identical results. In additi:m, all 
curves follow with reasonable accuracy the trend of experimental points (circles md tri
angles) taken from the author's previous paper [16]. 

In conclusion, it can be stated that both approximate unloading conditions gire sat
isfactory results at least in the case of the particular boundary value problem comidered 
here. However, the energy criterion leads to a much simpler analytic answer and thus is 
recommended in further applications. 

6. Generalization 

The application of the linearized theory of viscoplastic shells is severely restricted by 
the assumption concerning linear geometrical relations valid for small displacements. 
In reality, maximum permanent deflections attained in the course of a dynamic ;>rocess 
may reach several thicknesses of the structure. 

The present method can be extended to shallow shells undergoing moderately large 
deflections (small finite deflections in the Koiter nomenclature [7]). The appropriate simpli
fied strain measures are: 

(6.1) 

and corresponding equations of motion are given by 

(6.2) 
n«Pj11 = 0, 

m«11la11 -(bap+wlap)n«ll_p = p,w, 

which now replace Eq. (3.1). The appropriate equations for starred quantities lnve the 
form: 

*n«Pjp = 0, 

*m«lllaP-(bap+w*laP)*n«P_*p(w) = 0, 
(6.3) 

where the static load-carrying capacity is an increasing function of the central deflection W* . 
It is seen by using the constitutive equations (2.12) that moments and forces between (6.2) 
and (6.3) can be eliminated only if derivatives of deflection profiles in the dynamic and 
corresponding static problem are assumed to be identical, wlap = w*lap. The vaidity of 
this additional simplifying assumption was discussed in [14] in connection with the problem 
of impulsively loaded clamped circular plate. 
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